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Chimpanzee Delilah in Primate Forest

“The process of designing a habitat
involves talking to a lot of people
and thinking about the big picture ...
What do you want a day in the life
— and then a year in the life — of
these animals to look like?”
Amy Cutting, Interim Director of Animal Care
and Conservation, Oregon Zoo

Thanks to you,
a better zoo.
You made it possible to do more for the animals!
In 2008, when the Oregon Zoo set out to transform some of its aging
habitats, animal welfare was a guiding force behind each new project.
Zoo staff took what they’d learned from decades of pioneering animalcare work, visited zoos around the world, and had conversations with
other wildlife experts, zoo guests, engineers and architects.
“The process of designing a habitat involves talking to a lot of people
and thinking about the big picture,” said Amy Cutting, the zoo’s interim
director of animal care and conservation. “What do you want a day in
the life — and then a year in the life — of these animals to look like?”
New habitats encourage natural behaviors with pools, mud wallows and
features to motivate foraging — like a “termite mound” that care staff fill
with treats for chimpanzees. All of these new, reimagined spaces offer
something fundamental for the animals: choice.
At Elephant Lands — completed in 2015 — large, connecting outdoor
habitats and flexible, communal indoor spaces let male elephants come
and go among the female group much as wild elephants would. Timed
feeders help the herd stay fit as they roam an area four times

A better future for wildlife.
The mission of the Oregon Zoo Foundation is to foster
community pride and involvement in the Oregon Zoo
and to secure financial support for the zoo’s
conservation, education and animal welfare programs.

the size of their previous habitat.
(Continued on page 2)
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Chloe explores Primate Forest — once imagined in artists' renderings and now a reality.

Thanks to you, a better zoo. (Continued from page 1)
“Elephant Lands is spectacular,” said Glen Holden, former U.S.

She added, “Our encounter spaces were designed so we can share

ambassador to Jamaica, who helped advance the campaign for a

the training that we do every day for healthcare, as well as for

new elephant habitat early on with a generous gift. “It is wonderful

research, in a place where guests can watch and ask questions and

that our community loves these elephants, and that the herd has

interact with the staff.”

such a magnificent pool to swim and play in. My hope is that people

“When you see Samudra, a 12,000-pound Asian elephant, gracefully

can connect with this beautiful and endangered species here for

swimming at Elephant lands, or Nora the polar bear diving into her

years to come.”

saltwater pool, know that you helped build a new zoo for these

In Primate Forest, complex and stimulating outdoor areas allow

remarkable animals,” said Julie Fitzgerald, Oregon Zoo Foundation

freedom of movement for chimps while providing guests with

executive director.

exciting views. Plenty of space means room for others to join the

For donor and trustee emeritus Rob Erickson, the zoo is part of his

troop, offering our geriatric chimpanzees enriching encounters and

family history. His eldest son still remembers an overnight at the

social experiences.

zoo, describing in vivid detail how an orangutan had looked at him

Sand and soft, organic biofloors recreate forest, tundra and jungle

as he walked toward his bed. That feeling of connection motivated

conditions for the animals, while improving health and comfort.

Erickson to help enhance these habitats for the animals, and for

And training sessions with care staff no longer take place behind

future generations.

the scenes. Cutting explained the care staff wanted everyone to be

“When Delilah splashes in the stream or rests high up on one of

able to see the work we do with the animals.

those magnificent climbing structures, you are witnessing animals
being animals, which is just wonderful,” said Erickson.
To make a gift for the animals or to learn more about the
Oregon Zoo Foundation, email foundation@oregonzoo.org

Pathway to a new zoo.

or call 503-220-2493.

We’re creating a better future for wildlife.
In 2008, voters approved a $125 million zoo bond measure promoting
animal welfare and sustainability. Leading up to the vote, the campus was
feeling its age. Infrastructure and many animal habitats dated back to the

2014: Condors of the Columbia

1950s, when the zoo first moved to its current Washington Park location.

With the opening of this habitat, the zoo and its

Since then, donors, members and corporate partners have come forward

partners set an ambitious goal: return California

to fund special features enhancing each bond project, allowing us to

condors to the skies of Oregon, where they
haven’t been seen in more than 100 years. This

do even more for the animals. This is what we’ve built together.

spacious on-grounds aviary serves as home for
condors that can’t be released in the wild, so they
can inspire action among zoo guests. Donors gave $1.5

2014

million to the project, advancing efforts to bring this
iconic species back from the brink of extinction.

2012: Penguinarium Filtration
Each project offered an opportunity to
reduce the zoo’s impact on the natural world.

2012

2012

2012: Veterinary Medical Center
The zoo’s veterinary operations moved from an old retrofitted office
building into a beautiful modern clinic designed to meet the needs of a
diverse set of patients, from pythons to penguins. The new vet center

A new water-filtration system saves around

features bright, calming spaces with heated and rubberized floors,

6.5 million gallons per year while providing

perches, pools and elevated beds to provide comfort for recuperating

better views of Humboldt penguins as they

animals. When it opened in 2012, donors and partners contributed an

dive through simulated ocean currents.

Fall 2021

additional $460,000 for state-of-the-art medical equipment.

Organizations like the Oregon Zoo play a
critical role in building and strengthening the
heart of our community by creating a space
that is welcoming, engaging and accessible to
individuals of all backgrounds.
Their work to educate and inspire individuals,
children, and families on how to be good
stewards of our planet and care for our
fellow wildlife residents plays a vital role in
strengthening the fabric of our community.
We are grateful for their continued
commitment to spreading the word of
conservation in impactful and meaningful
ways so our region can continue to flourish.
Steve Moore,
Executive Director, M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Samudra cools off in a mud wallow at Elephant Lands.

Paws & Tales.
And mighty wings too ... zoo conservation success stories.

Oregon silverspot butterfly

The Oregon Zoo is a place of wonder, where guests connect with the

transferring the very hungry caterpillars into protective containers,

natural world, where animals inspire us to action. But the zoo is also

where they munched on fresh leaves following a seven-month snooze.

a place where important species-recovery work takes place every

Over the warmest days of summer, zoo butterfly specialists and their

day. Efforts to save tiny Northwest butterflies and majestic California
condors require time and a tremendous amount of resources.
This spring, 10 fuzzy condor chicks hatched at the zoo’s Jonsson
Center for Wildlife Conservation — the biggest batch yet in the zoo’s
18-year effort to save the critically endangered species from
extinction. With scarcely more than 500 of these birds left in the
world, each new arrival is vitally important.
Oregon Zoo Foundation donors and partners help make this work
possible. Visible security cameras from Teledyne FLIR — installed at
the Jonsson Center last December — are providing improved views
into the nesting areas and 24/7 observation of the condors, helping
zoo staff monitor the health of chicks and parents. Additional
upgrades and new equipment at the center were made possible
through a grant from the Avangrid Foundation.
“I’m excited about a record year for condor conservation,” said Julie
Fitzgerald, the foundation’s executive director. “Soon, we may see
California condors soaring in the skies of Oregon again, and our
donors will have helped make that happen.”

conservation partners released the silverspots at select sites in the
coastal mountain range.
Early blue violets are the main food source for silverspot caterpillars
as they mature into adult butterflies, and the Oregon coastal range is
one of the few remaining areas where these flowers grow in large
enough quantities to sustain a butterfly population.
“We’ve had a 98% survival rate of caterpillars coming out of diapause
this year, which is the best we’ve ever seen,” said Travis Koons, who
oversees the zoo’s butterfly recovery efforts. “It’s a testament to
rigorous protocols and painstaking attention of our care staff.”
Donors to the Heart of the Oregon Zoo campaign helped provide
more than $2 million in support of zoo conservation programs, aiding
recovery efforts for condors, butterflies and other endangered
species from extinction. To help sustain this important work,
email foundation@oregonzoo.org or call 503-220-2493.

Presented by

While the condor chicks were wobbling in their nest areas, staff at
the zoo’s butterfly conservation lab roused more than 500
Oregon silverspot larvae from their winter dormancy,

2015: Elephant Lands

2021: Primate Forest

From hilly corridors and time-

This habitat expands on improvements first helped along by Jane

released feeders to shade structures

Goodall, who visited the zoo regularly in the 1970s and ’80s, getting

and an elephant-size swimming pool,

to know Chloe, Leah, Delilah and the other chimpanzees. Donors

this award-winning habitat set a new

gave $1 million for termite mounds, water features and towering

benchmark for care and welfare

2015

climbing structures with resting platforms high above the ground.

while offering guests one of the most

2021

inspiring elephant experiences in the
country. An additional $3 million in
gifts from donors provided important
resources for the zoo elephant family.

2017
2017: Education Center
The Oregon Zoo is a gateway to nature, providing people with knowledge
about wildlife and inspiration to protect it. The education center provides a
destination for guests to play, learn and engage, and serves as a hub for the
zoo’s many programs and partnerships. Donors came forward with $1.7 million
for technology and an expanded space for teen volunteers and interns.

Olesya Tipikina

Investing in
education.

Oregon Zoo Foundation
Board of Trustees
Tracey Clark

Sharla Settlemier,
Chair

Future conservation leaders find
their way at the zoo.
A walk through the zoo’s Cascade Stream and

Pam McElwee. “Alumni have gone on to do

Pond area teaches about healthy waterways

some incredible things.”

for humans, river otters, beavers and birds.

For Olesya Tipikina, the program led to a

A special encounter with golden eagle

career in education —and a return to one of

Deschutes — injured in the wild and unable to

the schools she first visited as a ZAP teen.

survive on her own —teaches about the

Tipikina was born in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, and

dangers wildlife face when our environment

came to the United States with her family

encroaches on theirs.

Nan Heim

Bob Maloney,
Vice Chair

Josef Kiesenhofer

outdoors and teaching was nurtured through

even if they take place outside a traditional

Sigrid Button

the ZAP program. Then, while studying at

classroom. And Oregon Zoo Foundation

Concordia University, she was thrilled to land

donors are invested in expanding the zoo’s

a student-teacher position at Marysville

educational reach.

Elementary, a school she’d presented at with

Through the Heart of the Oregon Zoo

ZAP a few years before.

campaign, donors gave $1 million to support

“I would have never guessed my first job would

programs like Zoo Animal Presenters,

turn out to be something so much more than

a three-year paid internship for teens.

just a job,” Tipikina said.

serving youth of color and youth from
low-income families.

made possible through the generous support
of donors to the Oregon Zoo Foundation.
Additional thanks to Edward and Romell

ZAP teens work alongside professionals in a
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variety of education and STEM-related fields,
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both at the zoo and through community
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partnerships. They receive training in life
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sciences, ecology, public speaking and
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managing group dynamics. In turn, they bring
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educational opportunities to children and
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families throughout the area.
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“The ZAP program offers young people job
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skills and support to grow and learn while they

Foundation. To learn more, email

educate others,” said program coordinator

foundation@oregonzoo.org or
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2021: Rhino Ridge
Rhinos now have twice the room to roam,
with mud wallows to help them keep cool
and protect their skin from sun and insects.
The $1 million invested in this habitat lets
rhinos be rhinos and provides unique

2021

What’s next?
Through the Heart of the Oregon Zoo campaign, you’ve

opportunities for guests to connect with

supported new habitats and made a big investment in animal

this critically endangered species.

welfare, conservation and education.
It’s incredible to see all this community has brought to fruition,
and the lives that have been touched by our work together.

2021

2021: Polar Passage

You’ve helped transform 40% of the zoo so future generations

Decades of pioneering conservation science

can make lifelong connections with wildlife.

and expert daily care went into designing this
world-class home for polar bears. With elevated vistas,
saltwater pools and large, flexible outdoor spaces,
polar bears have what animals need to thrive: choice.
Donors played a huge role in raising $1.9 million to
make this extraordinary vision a reality.

There’s more to accomplish, and it can’t be done alone!
We want to hear from you: What is your vision for the
Oregon Zoo? Email foundation@oregonzoo.org
or call 503-220-2493
Fall 2021

4001 SW Canyon Road
Portland, OR 97221

We’re grateful you’re part of our flock.
In 2017, we launched the $8.5 million Heart of the Oregon Zoo campaign, our most ambitious
effort to date. This campaign represented a big first for us: in addition to supporting three
major construction projects at the zoo, we set out to make significant investments in animal
welfare, conservation and education. You came through in a major way, giving $9.6 million and
helping us far surpass our goal.
The real heart of the Oregon Zoo is in the way we care for the animals, our role in saving
species from extinction and the connections we make every day with our community.
Together, we are creating a better future for wildlife, and we can’t wait to build on what
we’ve accomplished so far.
With gratitude,

Julie Fitzgerald,

Sharla Settlemier,

Executive Director, Oregon Zoo Foundation

Chair, Oregon Zoo Foundation Board of Directors

You make a world of difference for the animals.

Saltwater nourishes skin and fur while
Nora swims, dives and plays.

Come celebrate
with us!
Oct. 7-10, 2021 | 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Join us and reacquaint yourself with the new zoo
through self-guided tours of all the completed
projects — and help us envision what’s next.
We'd love it if you stopped by the foundation's
table near AfriCafe to say hi. Let us know you saw
this invitation in ZooTracks and enter for a chance
to win a prize.
Free for zoo members. Admission tickets must be reserved in
advance online. COVID-19 precautions are subject to change.
Masks are currently required on the zoo campus, and vaccines
are strongly recommended to keep everyone safe.

Thanks to our signature partners:

